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COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE FOR THE Q“UARTER ENDED JUNE 30, 2022 

(Pucsmant to Securities ard Exchange Boord of fadta (Prohibition af Iniider Trading) Regulators, 2005) 

L. Tanvi Chhabra, Compliance Officer of the company, have examined the following compliance requirement of 

fenlubs Ethica Limited and certify that the Company fas maintained a Structured Digital Database (SO1Y) pursuant io 

provisions of Regulanion (5) and 306) of Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of Insider Trading) 
Regulations, 2015 (PIT Regulations): 

  

Sr. | Compliance Requirement VYerso Observation! Remark 

No 

iF Whether the Company has a Strictured | ‘Yes The Company has a Structured Digital Damhase 

Dighal Database in place’? 

  

  

  
    Z, Whether control exists as to who canaccess | Yes The contre! exists as the names and PAN of the 

the SDD for read! write along with the person who have access to structured Digital 

names and PAN of such person? Database is captured inthe system 

  

  

a Whether all the UPS] have been captured in | “yes The Company has captured all such events 

the Database, If net details of events that 
have not-been captured and the reason for 

  

    
  

  

  

        
| the same? i 

4. Whether the reciplenis were upirom | Yes The recipients were upfront informed that the 
informed that the information which they information is UPS! and the entry fas been 

will be recetving shortly is UPS! and the captured in the Database prior to forwarding the 
entry has been captured in the Database UPSI data, 

prior to forwarding the UPS data. Lf not 
details of events that have no been coptured 
und the peascui Por ie sane? 

| 5. Whether nature of UPSI havebeen captured | ‘yes The nature of UPS] have been captured along with 

along with date and time? date and dime 

6. Whether mame of persons who have shored | Yes The same of persons whe have shared the 
, | the information has been caplured along information has been captured along with PAN 

with PAN opanyodheridentifier? 0 | 

ti Whether name of persons with wham | ¥es The name of persons have been captured along 
Information is shared has been captured with PAN 

along with PAN or any other identifier? _       

BSE - INTERNAL 
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| MeCessary services to establish and maintain a 
| software for Structural Digital ato base with the 

  

  

The database has been maintained internal yP 

  

“The Company (sin the process of procuring the 

facility to maintain audit crail. 
In the meantime, the Company is maintaining all 
UPSO information in- Excel, The information is 
penodically updated inte the daca files maintained 

and 1 necessible to 
quthorised officials on need basis. 

  

| The Company is in process ol procuring the 
| mecessary services to establish and maintain a 
sofbwure for Structural Digital Data bise for 
receding the information with time stamping, 

The Company is in process of procuring a non 
tamperthle software for Structural Digital Data 

As of mow, the database is maintained atthe level 

of compliance officer with limited access to 

  

&: Whether the database has been maintained | Yes 
internal ly? 

9. | Whether audit trail fs maintained? “No |T 

by the Compliance Ofticer 

lio. | Whether time sLimping is maintained? No 

Ti, | Whether the database is nonaamperable? | No 

base. 

officiats to edi¢ the same, 

12. | Any cher measures to ensure non | No 
lamperability of the Database?     PF     

The Company is in the process of procuring a non 
tamperable software for Structural Diwital Baia 
base 

As of now, the database ts maintained at the level 
of compliance officer with lintited access to 
offictals te-edi the sume,   
  

ce The information af thi 

upte the date of disclosure. 
    Howk) cover cle ge    when sich information was inserted in the SOD 

The numberof days for which non-compliance was observed: Nil 

Further ] also confirm that the Company was required te capture 4(four) number of events during the quarer.ended 
and has egptured 4 (four) umber of the said required events. 

   
{TANV] CHHABRA} 
Compliance Officer of the compa 

Bate: 09-08-2027 “ 

Place: Chandigarh 
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